The New Venus Legacy Overview
Venus Legacy™ is a single aesthetic workstation for Non-Surgical
Body Contouring, Cellulite Reduction, Stretch Mark Improvement
and Skin Tightening for the Face, Neck and Body. It is the first and
only FDA cleared technology to use a combination of Multi-Polar
Radio Frequency and Pulsed Electro Magnetic Fields.
Legacy offers two new treatment applicators for the Body and
Face/Neck both utilizing the enhanced Venus 4D™ Technology
combining RF+PEMF+VariPulse™+Real Time Thermal Feedback,
which is designed to deliver safe, pain free treatments and superior
outcomes. It is the only aesthetic technology to be offered by way
of a low risk subscription business model.

Expanded Overview
4D Body Applicator
To stimulate fat and
cellulite reduction,
tighten lax skin and
improve the appearance
of stretch marks, the 4D Body applicator is designed with a
multi-dimensional RF & Pulsed Electro Magnetic Field (PEMF)
energy matrix that operates at adjustable frequencies to target
specific treatment areas from multiple directions and positions.
This unique array of 12 electrodes combined with the largest
spot size in the industry and the VariPulse™ feature, allows for
the greatest depth of penetration in the industry, for improved results and enhanced patient comfort. Real
time thermal feedback allows for optimum energy delivery and improved outcomes.
4D Face & Neck Applicator
The 4D Face & Neck applicator utilizes a multi-polar design to deliver RF & PEMF energies that has proven
effective in generating new collagen and elastin fibers, while renewing blood supply to the treatment area.
The unique placement of the electrodes allows for faster treatments while giving technicians easy access to
hard to reach areas such as the eyes and neck. The addition of the new VariPulse™ feature allows for a
more uniform delivery of the thermal energy while stimulating lymphatic drainage for improved results and
enhanced patient comfort. Real time thermal feedback allows for optimum energy delivery and improved
outcomes.
VARIPULSE™
The new 4D applicators both utilize the innovative VariPulse™ Technology, a unique adjustable pulsed
suction feature that adds a new dimension to the treatment experience by allowing combined energies to
be delivered into targeted tissue depths even more effectively while also stimulating lymphatic drainage.
This new feature potentially allows for increased therapeutic temperatures to be achieved by enhancing
patient comfort through gliding tissue stabilization.
Venus Legacy is cleared by the FDA for the treatment of Facial Wrinkles and Rhytides

